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Introduction

A large amount of experimental information has been 
collected on the anatomy and connectivity of the cortex, 
thalamus, basal ganglia, hippocampus, and cerebellum, and the 
behavioral defi cits that result from damage to these structures. 
This paper describes a different way to organize and think 
about this information, in such a way that the relationship 
between behavioral defi cits and the anatomy and connectivity 
can be understood.

There are some well-known patterns in the connectivity 
between the cortex, basal ganglia, thalamus, and cerebellum 
[1-3]. Cortical areas generally identifi ed on the basis of neuron 
layering and chemical properties can equally well be identifi ed 
on the basis of their patterns of connectivity with different 

subcortical regions [4]. Furthermore, the motor and cognitive 
defi cits observed following damage to regions of the thalamus, 
basal ganglia and cerebellum that interconnect with a cortical 
area are very similar to the defi cits observed following damage 
to the area itself [4]. It is also interesting that although the 
hippocampal system is extensively interconnected with the 
cortex [5], damage to this system leaves motor skills largely 
unaffected [6].

Understanding how these connectivity patterns implement 
the information processing required to support motor and 
cognitive behaviors has been less clear. However, theoretical 
system architectural considerations indicate a way to achieve 
such understanding. Practical pressures place architectural 
constraints on any system that detects information conditions 
in the available information and associates such condition 
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Abstract

The way information about neurons in the brain is organized is critical to understanding how anatomical structures support cognition and why damage to specifi c 
anatomical structures results in specifi c defi cits. Theoretical considerations indicate that the architecture of the brain has been constrained into some specifi c forms, 
and these forms make it possible to organize neuroscience information to achieve understanding. Different anatomical structures specialize in different information 
processes, where the information processes performed by one structure will support many different types of cognitive processes. However, all information processes 
in the brain are of two general types, condition defi nition/detection, and behavioral recommendation defi nition/integration. Motor and cognitive processes are carried 
out by combinations of processes of these two types. Cortical structures specialize in condition defi nition/detection processes and subcortical structures specialize in 
behavioral recommendation defi nition/integration processes. Local circuits within the cortex-hippocampus-thalamus-basal ganglia-cerebellum system perform different 
detailed information processes of these types. Brain damage to a specifi c structure results in loss of the information processes performed by that structure. The different 
defi cits resulting from Parkinson’s disease, Huntingdon’s disease, Hemiballism, Tourette’s syndrome, damage to the hippocampal system, and strokes affecting the 
cortex, thalamus, or cerebellum can be understood in terms of the loss of specifi c information processes performed by different brain structures.
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detections with behaviors [7]. These practical pressures include 
the need to limit the physical information processing resources 
required to carry out behavioral features and the need to be 
able to change some features without undesirable side effects 
on other features. For a learning system, the pressures result in 
modules organized in a specifi c architectural form, with each 
such module organized into submodules, submodules into sub-
sub modules, and so on, forming a modular hierarchy. Each 
module performs somewhat different information processes 
on different information and contributes to many cognitive 
processes. However, all information processes are one of two 
general types: condition defi nition/detection or behavioral 
recommendation defi nition/integration [7]. In the case of 
brains, natural selection generates practical pressures, and 
different anatomical structures correspond with the modules 
of this theoretical architecture [7,8].

The existence of the architecture and the two general types 
of information processes makes it possible to create hierarchies 
of description that enable understanding of cognitive 
phenomena in terms of brain anatomy and physiology [9]. A 
cognitive phenomenon can be described end to end in terms 
of the interactions between the highest-level modules. Such 
a description is approximate because it omits the interactions 
within these modules, but can be understood because this 
omission reduces the information density of the description. 
A more precise description can be achieved by mapping parts 
of the high-level description into descriptions in terms of the 
interactions between the submodules of a module. However, 
the information density is much higher, and only a part of 
the phenomenon can be understood at one time at this level 
of detail. Yet more accuracy can be achieved by mapping to 
even more detailed modules and so on. The linkages between 
descriptions of different detailed parts can only be understood 
at a higher level. However, the existence of the two general 
types of information process makes it possible to shift easily 
between the different levels, making an intuitively satisfying 
understanding possible. 

Although there are no resemblances between computing 
systems and brains, this approach is analogous to the way 
in which the designs of complex electronic systems are 
understood [8,9]. Hierarchies of description make it possible to 
understand system features in terms of transistor operations, 
with mapping between different levels of description made 
possible by the use of just two general types of information 
process on every level, in the case of computers these two types 
are data read/write and instruction.

Applied to the brain, the hierarchies of description approach 
can lead to an understanding of the cognitive and motor 
defi cits resulting from diseases or damage affecting local brain 
structures. Parkinson’s disease, Hemiballism, Huntingdon’s 
disease, and Tourette’s; and the defi cits following physical 
damage to the cortex, thalamus, cerebellum, and hippocampus 
can be understood in terms of the loss of specifi c groups of 
information processes. In this paper, descriptions of these 
defi cits will be developed at the higher levels, with some 
general indications of how to map to more accurate detailed 
levels. Coward [9] provides a more detailed description of how 
the mapping process works for one type of cognitive process. 

Constraints on brain architecture

Computing systems with trillions of components like 
transistors are understood in the sense that they can be designed 
and modifi ed. Although there are no resemblances between 
brains and computing systems, the way the computing system 
design information is organized to make understanding possible 
has some critical lessons for how neuroscience information 
can be organized to make understanding of cognitive processes 
possible [7-9]. Brains process information derived from the 
environment, the state of the body, and the internal state 
of the brain itself. This information processing determines 
and implements appropriate behaviors. Effectively, a brain 
detects conditions in that currently available information 
and associates those conditions with behaviors. A computing 
system also detects conditions in its currently available 
information and associates those conditions with behaviors. 
However, in a computing system, all the conditions, behaviors, 
and the associations between them are specifi ed in advance by 
a designer. In a brain, most of the conditions, behaviors, and 
associations between them are defi ned heuristically. Many of 
the required brain behaviors are therefore to change conditions 
and the associations between conditions and behaviors. 

Computing system designs need to limit the total 
information processing resources required and need to add or 
change system features without introducing undesirable side 
effects on other features. These needs generate constraints 
on the system architecture [7]. One important constraint is 
that the physical information processing resources tend to be 
organized into a modular hierarchy. To minimize the resources 
needed to carry out system features, information processes 
must be collected into groups. Groups are selected on the basis 
that the processes are similar, in the sense that they can be 
performed on the same physical resources. A set of physical 
resources called a module, is optimized to perform all the 
processes in the group very effi ciently. Modules are separated 
into submodules in which the information processes are 
even more similar and so on. Information exchange between 
modules is minimized as far as possible. Note that in general, 
any one module will provide processes in support of many 
different features, and any one feature will require information 
processes performed by many different modules. Hence 
modules will not correspond with system features. A second 
important constraint is that information processes must all be 
one (or a combination) of just two general types: instructions 
and data read/writes. In computing systems, some high-level 
modules exist that specialize in just one of the information 
processing types: processor modules specialize in instructions 
and memory modules specialize in data read/writes. A 
computing system writes conditions (i.e. data) detected in its 
available information, reads conditions defi ned by a designer, 
and compares them. If they match, an instruction associated 
with the condition by a designer is executed. 

Analogous practical pressures also exist for brains. If the 
brains of two different species need to learn similar behaviors, 
but the brain of one species requires fewer information 
processing resources (like neurons), that species will have a 
natural selection advantage. If the brain of one species can 
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learn new behaviors without interference with previously 
learned behaviors, that species will have a natural selection 
advantage over a species in which new learning signifi cantly 
disrupts earlier learning. These pressures generate constraints 
on brain architectures, analogous with but qualitatively 
different from the constraints on computer architectures 
[7,8]. As a result of these constraints, the physical resources 
of the brain tend to be organized in a modular hierarchy, 
with different major anatomical structures corresponding 
with high-level modules, substructures corresponding with 
submodules, and so on. Information exchange between 
modules is minimized as far as possible. There are just two 
general types of information processes, but in the brain, these 
types are behavioral recommendations and conditions defi ned/
detected. A brain defi nes conditions in its available information 
and detects any occurrences of currently defi ned conditions. 
Each currently detected condition is associated with a range 
of recommendations in favor of different behaviors, each 
recommendation having an individually determined weight. 
The behaviors with the largest total weight across all currently 
detected conditions are implemented. 

In the brain, some high-level anatomical modules 
exist that specialize mainly in just one of the information 
processing types: the basal ganglia specialize in behavioral 
recommendations and the cortex specializes in condition 
defi ne/detections.

As in the case of computing systems, the organization of 
information processing resources into a modular hierarchy 
and the limitations of information processes to two general 
types make it possible to create hierarchies of description 
linking cognitive phenomena with, ultimately, neuron activity 
[9]. High-level descriptions of cognitive processes in terms 
of major anatomical modules are approximate but have a low 
enough information content that they can be fully understood. 
More precise descriptions can be created at the sub-module 
level, but the higher information content means that only part 
of the description of a cognitive process can be comprehended 
at this level. However, because of the use of just two general 
types of information processes, descriptions can be readily 
mapped between levels [9]. For example, the relationship 
between descriptions of different detailed parts can be 
understood at a higher level. This approach can be extended to 
even more detailed descriptions. Hence an intuitively satisfying 
understanding of cognitive processes in terms of anatomy and 
physiology can be achieved by shifting between the different 
levels of description as required.

High-level brain architecture

The high-level architecture resulting from the constraints 
is illustrated in Figure 1 [8]. There is a major separation 
between a module that defi nes and detects conditions in the 
available information, and a module that interprets each 
current condition detection as a range of recommendations in 
favor of different behaviors and implements the behaviors with 
the largest total recommendation weights. Some behaviors are 
externally directed like motor movements, but many behaviors 
act on the brain itself, releasing information between different 

brain structures or changing the connectivity between 
structures. There are fi ve different general types of behavior. 
One type is the release of sensory information into the brain 
for processing (i.e. attention behaviors). A second type is 
the release of the results of processing by one anatomical 
structure for processing in another structure (i.e. cognitive 
processing behaviors). A third type is the release of the results 
of processing out of the brain to drive muscle movements 
(i.e. motor behaviors). A fourth type makes changes to some 
conditions (i.e. memory behaviors). A fi fth type makes changes 
to the recommendation weights associated with recently 
detected conditions (i.e. reward behaviors). All these types 
must be suffi ciently recommended by condition detections to 
be implemented.

As shown in Figure 1, the cortex is a module specializing 
in condition defi nition/detection processes and the subcortical 
structures form a module specializing in behaviors and 
recommendation defi nition/integration processes. Each of 
these modules has submodules that perform information 
processes supporting different aspects of these general 
information processes. In addition, there is a third major 
module called the cerebellum. This module specializes in 
processes that speed up the implementation of sequences of 
behaviors that have previously been learned between the two 
primary modules.

Condition defi nition/detection module: The cortex forms 
the condition defi nition/detection module and is made up of 
many separate areas, plus the cortex-like part of the amygdala. 
Each cortical area gets most of its inputs from a small number 
of other areas, plus in the case of the primary sensory areas 
from one of the senses. An area defi nes and detects conditions 
that are combinations of these inputs. Different cortical 
areas defi ne and detect conditions in a different range of 
complexity, where complexity can be roughly understood as 
the total number of raw sensory inputs that contribute to the 
condition, directly or via conditions in intermediate areas. 
Although condition detection in any area could contribute 
recommendation strength to any behavior, conditions in a 
specifi c range of complexity are somewhat more effective for 
recommending specifi c types of behaviors. 

Behaviors al recommendation defi nition/integration 
module: Subcortical structures form the behaviors al 
recommendation defi nition/integration module, including the 
basal ganglia, thalamus, basal forebrain, and hypothalamus. 
The striatum of the basal ganglia gets inputs from the cortex 
and interprets those inputs as behaviors and recommendations. 
The general type of behavior varies across the striatum from 
ventral to dorsal. The ventral striatum interprets its cortical 
inputs as recommendations in favor of more strategic 
behaviors, and recommendations become more specifi c when 
moving dorsally, with the most dorsal end interpreting inputs 
as recommendations in favor of specifi c motor movements. For 
example, a player in a team game like soccer must constantly 
select behaviors along this behavioral spectrum. Choosing to 
play defensively rather than attacking would be a strategic 
behavior selection. Choosing to move towards a specifi c 
area of the playing fi eld would be a tactical selection. The 
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detailed muscle movements to make a move would be detailed 
selections.

These behavior selections are implemented by the release 
of the cortical conditions that recommended the behaviors out 
of the cortical area in which they were detected. For example, 
condition detections in some cortical areas are most effective 
for recommending more strategic behaviors. The selection of 
one strategic behavior is implemented by the release of the 
conditions that recommended it to cortical areas effective for 
recommending more tactical recommendations. Conditions in 
these target areas will therefore tend to recommend a range of 
tactical behaviors of the already selected strategic type.

Once selected, releases are implemented by the thalamus. 
There are positive feedback loops between different cortical 
areas and different dorsal nuclei of the thalamus, but the basal 
ganglia constantly inhibits all these loops via the dorsal nuclei. 
When a behavior is selected by the basal ganglia, the inhibition 
of the corresponding dorsal nucleus is reduced, releasing 
activity in the corresponding cortical area to appropriate 
targets.

The amygdala and hypothalamus bias the cortex in favor 
of generating recommendations in favor of certain general 
types of behaviors, these biases are experienced as emotions. 
For example, anger is the subjective experience of the presence 
of strong recommendation strength in favor of aggressive 
behaviors. The cortex-like amygdala defi nes and detects 
conditions effective for recommending these different general 
types of behaviors. These conditions have recommendation 
strengths in both the striatum and in a different part of the 
amygdala that resembles the striatum. The striatal-like 
amygdala controls outputs from the hypothalamus to the 
cortex. Acceptance of such recommendations is implemented 

by the thalamus releasing activity in the cortex-like amygdala 
to other cortical areas and/or by the hypothalamus targeting 
different cortical areas.

Reward behaviors change the recommendation weights that 
result in recently accepted behaviors. Some cortical conditions 
recommend such reward behaviors, and if there is suffi cient 
total recommendation weight the behaviors are implemented, 
either increasing or decreasing targeted recommendation 
weights.

Sometimes the exact timing of a release of cortical activity is 
important, and in these situations, the basal forebrain manages 
that timing. This is particularly the case for the behaviors that 
change the defi nitions of cortical conditions.

Condition change management module: In order to ensure 
a high integrity behaviors selection, at least a minimum number 
of recommendations must be available. In other words, at least a 
minimum number of cortical conditions must be detected. If too 
few conditions are being detected, the range of circumstances 
that defi ne some undetected conditions must be expanded so 
that the conditions are detected. Because any one condition 
recommends a range of different behaviors, any such changes 
to the defi nition of that condition could jeopardize the integrity 
of all those recommendation strengths. These changes must 
therefore be carefully managed. Changes are recommended 
by conditions detected in the three areas associated with the 
hippocampus and selected by the hippocampus proper [10,11].

Behaviors sequence management module: The processing 
of cortical inputs through the basal ganglia to select a behavior 
takes a certain amount of time. Behaviors al responses can be 
speeded up for sequences of behaviors that often occur in the 
same order by shifting control to the cerebellum. Examples of 

Figure 1: The high-level architecture of the brain results from natural selection pressures in favor of limiting information processing resources and limiting interference 
between new learning and prior learning. 
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such sequences are the sequences of muscle movements used 
for walking, climbing stairs, playing musical instruments, 
riding a bicycle, or speaking often-used words or phrases. 
Initially, these sequences are learned through the cortical 
conditions detected following one muscle movement acquiring 
recommendation strengths in the basal ganglia in favor of 
the next muscle movement. Once learned, the sequence can 
be shifted to the cerebellum. The sequence as a whole is then 
selected by the basal ganglia, and executed by the cerebellum, 
avoiding the time required for selection of each individual 
behavior by the basal ganglia. For each behavior, the cerebellum 
detects conditions defi ned by whatever combinations of cortical 
conditions happened to be active at the time the behavior was 
originally initiated by the basal ganglia. The cerebellum then 
speeds up execution by shifting these defi nitions so that they 
are detected somewhat earlier. 

Connectivity within major brain modules

As a result of natural selection pressures in favor of 
effi cient use of information processing resources, anatomical 
resources are organized in modular hierarchies [8]. Each major 
module specializes in a general type of information process. 
Submodules of the major modules specialize in subsets of the 
information processes performed by the major module. These 
subsets are groups of similar processes, where the similarity 
makes it possible to share the resources required to perform 
the processes. Sub-submodules of the submodules perform 
sub-subsets that are even more similar and so on. 

Cortex

The major submodules of the cortex are Brodmann areas. 
Brodmann originally identifi ed 44 areas, but more recent work 
identifi es 150 – 200 such areas [12]. Areas are subdivided into 
columns [13]. 

Each column is made up of a sequence of about fi ve layers 
of pyramidal neurons. These layers are numbered by Roman 
numerals II, III, IV, V, and VI. Inputs from the thalamus and 
from other cortical columns and areas arrive in layer IV. 
Outputs from layer IV mainly go to layers II and III in the 
same column, but some outputs go to layer VI. Outputs from 
layers II/III go to layers V and VI in the same column, and also 
to the three cortical areas associated with the hippocampus 
[5]. Outputs from layer V mainly go to the basal ganglia and 
cerebellum, while outputs from layer VI target the thalamus 
and other cortical areas and columns [14].

Dendrites are the major submodules of pyramidal neurons, 
and terminal dendritic branches are the major submodules of 
dendrites. A terminal dendritic branch detects a group of very 
similar conditions defi ned by all the combinations of synaptic 
weights that can cause the branch to inject voltage deeper 
into the dendrite. A dendrite detects a group of somewhat less 
similar conditions defi ned by all the combinations of branches 
that together can result in the detection of the pyramidal 
neuron condition (sometimes called the receptive fi eld of 
the neuron). Different dendrites detect groups of conditions 
defi ned within inputs from different cortical sources [15]. 
A cortical column defi nes and detects a group of somewhat 

similar receptive fi elds [16]. A cortical area defi nes and detects 
a range of receptive fi elds within the inputs to the area. 

Information model for the cortex: Different cortical areas 
tend to target different regions of the striatum of the basal 
ganglia [1]. As illustrated in Figure 2, this corresponds with 
receptive fi elds defi ned and detected by different areas being 
most effective for recommending different types of behaviors. 
Areas in the orbital and medial prefrontal cortex are effective 
for recommending strategic behaviors, dorsolateral prefrontal 
areas for recommending more tactical behaviors, the premotor 
cortex for recommending more specifi c behaviors, and the 
motor cortex for recommending detailed behaviors. 

Cortical modules on every level are defi ned by groups of 
similar information processes. The more detailed modules 
defi ne and detect groups of very similar conditions, and the 
higher-level modules defi ne and detect groups of somewhat 
less similar conditions. The driving force behind this type of 
organization is the need to make the most effective use of 
physical information processing resources. Collecting similar 
conditions into physical groups minimizes the connectivity 
required. It is important to note that any cognitive process will 
require information processes performed by many different 
modules, and any module will provide processes in support 
of many different cognitive processes. Hence there will be no 
correspondences between categories of cognitive processes and 
modules on any level.

A key role of cortical columns is to provide the information 
needed by the hippocampal system to manage changes to 
cortical receptive fi elds [10]. If receptive fi eld expansions are 
needed, the expansions with the least undesirable behaviors 
al side effects will be in neurons that are already close to 
detecting their fi elds. Such neurons will tend to be located in 
columns with strong activity in layers II/III but no layer V/
VI activity. Layer II/III activity is therefore communicated to 
the hippocampal system from columns all across the cortex. 

Figure 2: Processing of behaviors and recommendations made by different cortical 
regions. Different parts of the striatum in the basal ganglia get most of their cortical 
inputs from different cortical areas and determine the total recommendation 
weights in favor of different types of behaviors. Total weights are communicated to 
the GPi/SNr in the basal ganglia, where the behaviors with the predominant weights 
are determined and implemented. Many behaviors al implementations are releases 
of cortical information, such releases are carried out by the thalamus.
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As described in more detail below, the hippocampal system 
uses this information to identify the most appropriate cortical 
columns for receptive fi eld expansions and generates outputs 
targeting layer V/VI neurons in those columns.

Thalamus

The thalamus is made up of about 60 nuclei [17], with three 
or four different types [18]. The bulk of the thalamus is made 
up of the dorsal nuclei. Each dorsal nucleus is reciprocally 
connected with one or a group of cortical areas. Some dorsal 
nuclei are also connected with one of the senses, and these 
nuclei are sometimes classifi ed as a different type. All dorsal 
nuclei contain the same types of neurons: the excitatory 
thalamocortical projection neurons that target cortical 
pyramidal neurons in layer IV, and inhibitory interneurons 
that target thalamocortical projection neurons within the same 
nucleus.

The Thalamic Reticular Nucleus (TRN) is wrapped 
around the outside of the dorsal nuclei. Each dorsal nucleus 
is associated with a different region of the TRN, and all the 
connectivity between the dorsal nucleus and its cortical areas 
passes through that region and drops connections on to the 
TRN neurons. All TRN neurons are inhibitory, and when they 
fi re generate sequences of action potentials at a frequency of 
about 40 Hz, the gamma frequency observed in the EEG. These 
TRN neurons target the thalamocortical projection neurons. 

The other thalamic nuclei are called intralaminar, these 
nuclei are smaller and are located in the spaces between the 
dorsal nuclei. The intralaminar nuclei target relatively widely 
across the brain, but one key connectivity is that they receive 
inputs from the cerebellar nuclei and target the striatum of the 
basal ganglia [19], especially the D2 population of neurons in 
the striatum [20]. 

Information model for the thalamus: The thalamus 
releases the sensory or cortical activity selected by the 
basal ganglia to cortical targets or out of the cortex to drive 
behaviors. However, on the timescale of such releases, all the 
connectivity is unchanged, so the question arises: What does 
“release” mean? When a glutamatergic action potential arrives 
at a target pyramidal neuron, it injects a postsynaptic potential 
that rises to a peak in 1-2 milliseconds and then decays with 
a half-life of about 5 milliseconds [21]. The implication is that 
unless two action potentials arrive within less than about 5 
milliseconds of each other, they will not reinforce each other 
signifi cantly. Release by the thalamus is achieved by bunching 
the output action potentials together in time so that they will 
have a much stronger effect on their targets [8,22].

As shown in Figure 3, there is a positive feedback loop 
between a dorsal thalamic nucleus and its corresponding 
cortical area. Thalamocortical projection neurons target cortical 
pyramidal neurons in layer IV, layer IV pyramidals target layer 
VI pyramidals via layers II/III, and layer VI pyramidals target 
back to the thalamocortical neurons. The positive feedback 
loop is kept in check by constant inhibitive input from the 
basal ganglia. The basal ganglia signal the selection of a release 
behaviors by reducing the inhibition of the thalamic nucleus 
corresponding with that behaviors. This reduction results in an 
increase in activity in the thalamocortical loop. This increase in 
activity triggers the inhibitory fi ring of the TRN interneurons 
at about 40 Hz (the gamma band frequency observed in the 
EEG). This limits the increase in activity but imposes a gamma 
band modulation on the activity in the loop. The gamma band 
modulation bunches layer VI output action potentials around 
the peaks in the modulation, effectively releasing them to 
other cortical areas.

As also shown in Figure 3, excitatory input from the 
cerebellum targets the thalamic dorsal nucleus. When the 

Figure 3: Mechanisms supporting information release from one cortical area by one thalamic dorsal nucleus. A. Connectivity between one thalamic dorsal nucleus and other 
brain structures. B. Information processing roles of the connectivity.
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cerebellum is controlling a sequence of release behaviors, this 
cerebellar input implements a release. 

Outputs from the basal forebrain target the TRN interneurons 
[23]. Some of these outputs are excitatory and others inhibitory. 
These outputs superimpose an 8 Hz modulation (the theta band 
in the EEG) on the gamma modulation [24], further bunching 
the output action potentials. This increases the net effect on 
the target cortical area and drives receptive fi eld expansions 
when required.

Basal ganglia

As illustrated in Figure 4, the major submodules of the 
basal ganglia are a set of nuclei. These nuclei are the striatum, 
the GPi/SNr, the GPe, the STN, and the MDN [25]. The principal 
neurons in the striatum, the GPi/SNr and the GPe are inhibitory. 
STN principal neurons are excitatory, and MDN neurons 
modulate their targets in various ways. The ventral end of the 
striatum is also called the nucleus accumbens (subdivided into 
shell and core), and the dorsal end is also called the putamen, 
with the region between also called the caudate nucleus. The 
GPi/SNr combines two structures, the globus pallidus internal 
segment and the substantia nigra pars reticulata, which are the 
same nucleus but divided by an unrelated band of axons. The 
dorsal end of the midbrain dopamine neurons (MDN) is also 
called the substantia nigra pars compacta (SNc) and the ventral 
end is the ventral tegmental area (VTA).

There is massive excitatory input from layer V cortical 
pyramidal neurons to medium spiny neurons (MSNs) in the 
striatum. There is also massive inhibitory output from the 
GPi/SNr to the dorsal thalamic nuclei. This output is tonic, 
the neurons constantly fi re without any inputs, and therefore 
constantly inhibit almost the entire thalamus.

MSN outputs from the striatum are inhibitory, and target 
other nuclei in the basal ganglia. Two different intermingled 

regions exist in the striatum, known as the matrix and patches. 
Within the matrix, there are two populations of MSNs, labeled 
D1 and D2. The D1 MSN population directly targets neurons 
in the GPi/SNr, inhibits those GPi/SNr neurons, and therefore 
reduces the inhibition of the thalamic dorsal nuclei. The D2 
population targets the GPi/SNr via two intermediary nuclei, the 
GPe and STN. The STN excites the GPi/SNr and therefore this 
pathway increases the inhibition of the thalamic dorsal nuclei. 
An MSN in the D1 population tends to inhibit small subsets of 
GPi/SNr neurons, while an MSN in the D2 population tends to 
excite large numbers of GPi/SNr neurons through the STN [26]. 

The principal neurons of the MDN are dopaminergic. These 
neurons fi re in two different modes. In one mode, called tonic 
fi ring, the neuron produces a steady stream of 4-5 action 
potentials per second. In the other mode, called burst fi ring, 
the neuron produces 2–5 spikes at ~15 Hz [27]. The fi ring is 
regulated by a complex combination of inputs from various 
structures including the patches and matrix of the striatum, the 
GPi/SNr, and the STN [28]. These structures can target both the 
principal dopaminergic neurons and inhibitory interneurons in 
the MDN. 

In Figure 4, the striatum targets the MDN, and the MDN 
targets back to the striatum. There is a spiral aspect to this 
reciprocal connectivity [29] illustrated in Figure 5. The part 
of the striatum that gets inputs from one part of the MDN 
includes somewhat more dorsal parts of the striatum than the 
part that provides outputs to that part of the MDN.

Information model for the basal ganglia: A key behaviors 
al observation is that MSNs or small groups of MSNs in the 
striatum actually correspond with specifi c individual behaviors 
[30]. The axon of one cortical pyramidal neuron makes one 
synapse on thousands of different striatal MSNs [31]. In 
information terms, a pyramidal neuron recommends thousands 

Figure 4: Information roles of basal ganglia connectivity. A. Major connectivity paths within the basal ganglia and between the basal ganglia and other brain structures. B. 
Information processing roles of connectivity.
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of different behaviors, and the weight of a cortical pyramidal 
neuron synapse on to an MSN is the recommendation weight of 
the detection of the pyramidal neuron receptive fi eld in favor of 
the behaviors corresponding with the MSN. The output of a D1 
population MSN is the total recommendation weight in favor 
of the corresponding behaviors across all currently detected 
cortical receptive fi elds. The output of a D2 population MSN is 
the total recommendation weight against any behaviors except 
its corresponding behaviors. 

Within the striatum, there is signifi cant inhibition of 
the D1 population by the D2 population [32]. Neurons in the 
GPi/SNr also correspond with individual behaviors [33]. D1 
population striatal neurons directly target small numbers of 
GPi/SNr neurons corresponding with similar behaviors and 
D2 population neurons indirectly target large numbers of GPi/
SNr neurons corresponding with different behaviors [26]. 
The indirect targeting is via the GPe and STN. Hence the D1 
population encourages the selection of their corresponding 
behaviors in the GPi/SNr by inhibiting the neuron corresponding 
with those behaviors and therefore reducing the inhibition of 
those behaviors in the thalamus. Indirect targeting discourages 
the selection of any behaviors other than the corresponding 
behaviors by exciting the neurons corresponding with those 
other behaviors. There is thus a competition within both the 
striatum and GPi/SNr that determines the behaviors with the 
largest current recommendation strength.

A key requirement is ensuring that multiple incompatible 
behaviors are not selected at the same time, such as moving the 
same limb in different directions. On the other hand, it is also 
important that generally some behaviors are selected. The tonal 
dopamine fi ring in the SNc is the mechanism for balancing 
these requirements. The number of dopaminergic neurons 
fi ring tonally in the SNc determines the level of background 
dopamine in the striatum. The level of background dopamine 
regulates the relative activity of the D1 and D2 populations: 
when the background level of dopamine increases, D1 activity 
increases relative to D2 [34]. If activity in the STN and GPi/
SNr indicates that no behaviors are being selected, the number 

of dopaminergic neurons fi ring in the tonal mode increases, 
increasing the chance of a selection by increasing D1 activity 
relative to D2. If activity in the STN and GPi/SNr indicates 
that multiple behaviors of the same type are being selected, 
the number of dopaminergic neurons fi ring in the tonal mode 
decreases, decreasing the chance of a selection by decreasing 
D1 activity relative to D2. 

In novel situations, no behaviors may have a strong total 
recommendation strength. Because of its role in cortical 
receptive fi eld change management [10], activity in parts of 
the hippocampus is proportional to the degree of novelty in 
the current situation [35]. Inputs from the hippocampus to 
the ventral striatum [36] increase the chance of a behavior 
selection in novel situations.

Recommendation weight change behaviors must also be 
selected. When favorable circumstances occur in the course 
of experience, some cortical receptive fi elds detected in those 
circumstances have recommendation strengths in favor of 
increasing the recommendation strengths that resulted in 
behaviors that were selected slightly earlier. Other receptive 
fi elds recommend decreasing such recommendation strengths. 
Weight change behaviors are selected by striatal MDNs and 
implemented by regulation of both the burst and tonal fi ring 
of dopaminergic neurons in the MDN. MSNs in the matrix 
target inhibitory interneurons in the MDN which in turn target 
dopaminergic neurons [28]. 

An important constraint is that recommendation strengths 
cannot be allowed to grow indefi nitely. The reason for this 
constraint is that a receptive fi eld is associated with a range 
of recommendation strengths. Excessive growth in one of the 
strengths would mean a loss of the value of all the others. 
To give an example, suppose some receptive fi eld was often 
detected when viewing vaguely spherical objects. Such objects 
could include balls, apples, globes, or heads. If as a result of 
playing soccer, the recommendation weight of this fi eld in 
favor of the behaviors of kicking grew without limit, kicking 
could often be the behavior with the predominant weight when 
the other types of the object were perceived.

It is observed [37] that when learning new behaviors, burst 
dopamine fi ring occurs after a reward. However, once learning 
is established, the burst fi ring shifts to the time of the cue for 
the rewarded behaviors. If the reward does not occur after a 
previously learned behavior, there is a drop in dopamine fi ring 
at the time the reward had previously occurred. Burst fi ring 
following behavior is the signal that triggers a long-term 
increase in the recommendation weights of recently detected 
receptive fi elds in favor of the behaviors. The shift of the burst 
fi ring to an earlier time means that once learning is established, 
there will be no further increase in recommendation weights. 
The burst fi ring at the time of the cue will slightly increase 
the level of background dopamine, increasing the chance of a 
behavior being selected in the near future but in the absence 
of any recent behaviors will not change any recommendation 
weights. In other words, it encourages the acceptance of 
whatever behaviors are most strongly recommended following 
the cue. 

Figure 5: The spiral of connectivity across the cortex, striatum, and MDN manages 
strategic, tactical, specifi c, and detailed rewards. 
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When a behavior is selected, the synaptic weights of the 
glutamatergic synapses made by currently active cortical 
pyramidal neurons on to the MSN corresponding with the 
behaviors are suffi cient to make that MSN fi re strongly. In 
this situation, the synaptic weights of all the glutamatergic 
synapses on the MSN that received an action potential just 
before the neuron fi red are increased [38]. Such increases 
decline back to their original values over a period of about 
an hour. Increases to recommendation strengths require 
that such synaptic weight increases are prolonged long-
term. Decreases require decreasing of synaptic weights that 
increased to below their previous values. Different changes 
in dopaminergic neuron activity implement these long-term 
changes [39]. Suffi cient recommendation strength in favor of 
increases in recently used recommendation strengths trigger 
burst fi ring of dopaminergic neurons in the MDN that target 
the striatum. If a burst dopaminergic input is received at a 
nearby synapse shortly after the glutamatergic synaptic weight 
increase, the increase is prolonged long term. In information 
terms, the recommendation weights of the cortical receptive 
fi elds that recommended the recent behaviors are increased. 
Recommendation strengths in favor of decreases trigger a brief 
drop in the number of dopaminergic neurons fi ring tonally. 
The resultant decrease in background dopamine results in a 
decrease in the weights of recently active synapses onto MSNs 
that were recently fi red.

Rewarding reward behaviors: An important issue is how 
recommendation strengths in favor of reward behaviors are 
themselves rewarded. Rewarding reward behaviors will have 
a very potent effect on future behaviors and must be carefully 
managed. Cortical receptive fi elds with such recommendation 
strengths can initially be defi ned genetically, but it must 
be possible for experience to evolve these receptive fi elds, 
change their recommendation strengths, and assign such 
recommendation strengths to other heuristically defi ned 
fi elds. For example, newborns can respond to a smiling face, 
tending to look at such faces more often than faces with 
other expressions [40]. This observation can be interpreted as 
indicating that cortical receptive fi elds roughly corresponding 
with the shape of a smiling face can be genetically defi ned, and 
such receptive fi elds are genetically assigned recommendation 
strengths in favor of reward behaviors. As a result, the behavior 
of looking towards such a face is rewarded even very soon after 
birth.

However, more sophisticated reward mechanisms are 
required which must be defi ned heuristically, although they 
can be bootstrapped from the genetically defi ned mechanisms. 
One mechanism is that the genetically defi ned receptive fi elds 
detected within visual experiences of smiling faces could 
be expanded to be detected within circumstances that often 
occurred at the same time as a smiling face. In this way, 
circumstances like applause or other indications of approval 
could acquire recommendation strengths in favor of rewards. 
However, there must also be a mechanism for changing the 
weights recommending reward behaviors. To give a specifi c 
example to illustrate the issue, consider how the skill of a 
musician can be evolved. In early learning, receptive fi elds 

detected in a smile from a teacher or applause could reward 
effective muscle movements. On the basis of detection at 
the same time as these teacher-based receptive fi elds, many 
different receptive fi elds detected within hearing the music as 
it was played could acquire recommendation strengths in favor 
of rewarding recent muscle movements. The problem is how to 
move beyond this. For example, consider the effect of applause 
at the end of a concert. Such applause would be appropriate 
for rewarding the strategic behaviors of selecting the time and 
place of the concert, making a selection of similar behaviors in 
the future more likely. However, this strategic reward would 
not be appropriate for rewarding the muscle movements that 
generated every individual note. Applause at the end of one 
piece of music would be appropriate for rewarding the tactical 
behaviors of selecting that piece to play, but not for rewarding 
every individual muscle movement in the course of playing the 
piece. However, these strategic and tactical rewards do indicate 
that overall, the playing was good. The implication is that the 
receptive fi elds with recommendation strengths in favor of 
rewarding muscle movements were effective. In other words, 
in general, a strategic reward could also reward the behaviors 
of rewarding tactical behaviors. A tactical reward could also 
reward the behaviors of rewarding more specifi c behaviors and 
so on.

These considerations are implemented by connectivity 
across the cortex, striatum, and MDN that manages strategic, 
tactical, specifi c, and detailed rewards. Cortical conditions 
detected in orbital and medial prefrontal areas are effective for 
recommending strategic behaviors. Some conditions in these areas 
are effective for recommending rewarding strategic behaviors, 
and those conditions are also effective for recommending 
rewarding the behaviors of rewarding more tactical behaviors. 
Recommendations in favor of strategic behaviors and rewarding 
strategic behaviors target the most ventral part of the striatum, 
also called the nucleus accumbens shell. Total recommendation 
strengths in favor of rewarding strategic behaviors are 
communicated to the most ventral part of the MDN, also called 
the VTA. Implementation of selected behaviors of rewarding 
strategic behaviors targets back to the nucleus accumbens shell. 
However, because those reward behaviors are also effective 
for rewarding the behaviors of more tactical behaviors, the 
same part of the MDN also targets the somewhat more dorsal 
part of the striatum, also called the nucleus accumbens core, 
where tactical behaviors are selected. Total recommendation 
strengths in favor of tactical behaviors, rewarding tactical 
behaviors, and rewarding the behaviors of rewarding more specifi c 
behaviors are determined in the somewhat more dorsal part of 
the striatum (the nucleus accumbens core). Reward behavior 
selections target a somewhat more dorsal part of the MDN. 
This part of the MDN targets the nucleus accumbens core, but 
also a somewhat more dorsal part of the striatum (the caudate 
nucleus) to implement the behaviors of rewarding the behaviors 
of rewarding more specifi c behaviors.

The hippocampal system 

In the lower back of the cortex, there are three cortical areas, 
the entorhinal, parahippocampal, and perirhinal cortices, that 
are closely associated with the hippocampus. At the edge of 
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these areas, the sheet of pyramidal neurons making up the 
cortex thins down into a region called the subiculum with 
fewer layers of pyramidal neurons than the cortex. Beyond the 
subiculum the cortex-like sheet thins even further into a single 
layer of pyramidal neurons and curls in a spiral. This spiral is 
called the CA fi eld and has three regions labeled CA1, CA2, and 
CA3. The CA fi elds end inside a wedge of neurons called the 
dentate gyrus, which is made up of mossy cells and granule 
cells. The CA fi elds and dentate gyrus together make up the 
hippocampus proper [41].

As illustrated in Figure 6, all cortical areas except the 
primary sensory areas are reciprocally connected with the 
hippocampus through the entorhinal cortex, directly or via one 
of the other two cortical areas [42]. Inputs to the hippocampus 
are derived from cortical layers II and III, and hippocampal 
outputs target cortical layers V and VI [41].

As shown in Figure 7, layer II/III outputs from the 
entorhinal cortex to the hippocampus proper directly target 
pyramidal neurons in the three CA fi elds and also the mossy 
cells in the dentate gyrus. Within the hippocampus proper there 
are two positive feedback loops. In the dentate gyrus granule 
cells excite mossy cells [43] and mossy cells excite granule 
cells [44]. Pyramidal neurons in CA3 excite large numbers of 
other CA3 pyramidal neurons [45]. These two positive feedback 
loops are linked together. CA3 pyramidals get excitatory inputs 
from a small number of granule cells and a large number of 
inputs from inhibitory interneurons [46]. These inhibitory 
interneurons are themselves targeted by granule cells. With low 
levels of granule cell activity, excitation of CA3 predominates 
over inhibition, but as granule cell activity increases, inhibition 
comes to predominate over excitation [47].

The wider hippocampal system includes reciprocal 
connectivity with subnuclei in a number of other subcortical 
nuclei. These nuclei include the anterior nucleus of the 
thalamus [48], the mammillary bodies of the hypothalamus 
[49], the basolateral nucleus of the amygdala [41], and the 

septal nucleus of the basal forebrain [50]. The main routes of 
this connectivity are illustrated in Figure 8. Physical damage to 
any of these structures or the connectivity between them and 
the hippocampus proper results in cognitive defi cits similar to 
those that result from damage to the hippocampus itself [10].

Information model for the hippocampal system: The 
primary role of the hippocampal system is to determine the 
cortical pyramidal neuron receptive fi elds that will expand in 
response to circumstances with some degree of novelty [10]. 
The expansions are required to bring the ranges of behaviors 
and recommendations up to a minimum level, and the number 
of expansions will be proportional to the degree of novelty. 
Because there is some degree of novelty in almost all situations, 
there are almost always some expansions.

To minimize undesirable behavioral side effects, the 
receptive fi elds selected for expansion meet two criteria. One 
is that only a fairly small expansion is needed for the receptive 
fi eld to be detected. The other is that selected receptive fi elds 
will often have expanded in the past at the same time as 
signifi cant numbers of receptive fi elds that are already being 
detected. Receptive fi elds close to being detected are identifi ed 
by being in cortical columns with strong layer II/III activity. To 
achieve the second criterion, receptive fi elds in the hippocampal 
cortices correspond with groups of cortical columns that often 
expanded their receptive fi elds at similar times in the past. 
Receptive fi elds in the hippocampus properly correspond with 
groups of groups of cortical columns that often expanded 
their receptive fi elds at similar times in the past. Hence, as 
a result, active inputs from the entorhinal cortex correspond 
with layer II/III activity in groups of cortical columns. Activity 
in pyramidal neurons in CA3 and granule cells in the dentate 
gyrus correspond with activity in groups of groups of cortical 
columns.

The selection process occurs in the structures illustrated in 
Figure 7, with CA1 outputs driving receptive fi eld expansions 
in the selected groups of groups of columns. An input to the 
hippocampus proper from the entorhinal cortex indicates 
the degree of internal activity in a group of columns across 
the cortex that tended to expand receptive fi elds at similar 
times in the past. If there is a very low degree of novelty in 
the current circumstances, there will be strong activity in all 
the entorhinal inputs. There will therefore be strong activity in 
all the dentate gyrus granule cells, and inhibition of CA3 will 
predominate over excitation. In other words, CA3 will be shut 
down and will produce no outputs to CA1, which in turn will 
result in no outputs to drive expansions. If on the other hand 
there is some degree of novelty in the current circumstances, 
some of the inputs from the entorhinal cortex will be lower. 
Granule cells with receptive fi elds corresponding with groups 
of groups of columns in the cortical areas with this lower 
activity will be lower, allowing CA3 pyramidal neurons with 
similar receptive fi elds to build activity. The degree of activity 
in CA3 will therefore be proportional to the degree of novelty 
experienced in different cortical regions and will cause CA1 to 
drive expansions in those regions.

Figure 6: Reciprocal connectivity between cortical areas and the hippocampus.
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The CA1 selections of groups of groups of columns are 
decoded through the subiculum, entorhinal cortex, and the 
other two hippocampal system cortices so that inactive columns 
that form parts of many of the selected groups of groups are 
targetted for expansion.

In Figure 8, the anterior thalamus performs the standard 
thalamic process of releasing pyramidal neuron activity to 

targets. While the competition within CA3 and the dentate 
gyrus is going on, there is activity in CA3 that will drive 
activity in CA1, but this activity is not a good guide to required 
receptive fi eld expansions. The role of the septal nuclei is to 
release the CA1/CA3 activity once the selection process in the 
dentate gyrus and CA3 has been completed. This release is 
achieved by imposing a 4 Hz (theta band) modulation on top of 

Figure 7: Connectivity within the hippocampus proper.

Figure 8: Information roles of connectivity within the wider hippocampal system.
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the 40 Hz (gamma band) modulation, which bunches neuron 
output spikes even more closely together. The amygdala and 
hypothalamus infl uence receptive fi eld expansions in favor of 
the types of behaviors currently prioritized by the brain [10].

Episodic memory depends on cortical neurons indirectly 
activating other neurons on the basis of simultaneous activity 
during a past period of receptive fi eld expansion [51]. Episodic 
memory therefore requires neuron receptive fi elds that record 
this type of temporally correlated activity. Because of the 
primary role of the hippocampal system, such records are easily 
established in that system [11]. Semantic memory depends on 
cortical neurons indirectly activating other neurons on the 
basis of frequent past simultaneous activity [51]. The receptive 
fi elds recording this type of temporally correlated activity are 
established in the regular cortex. Furthermore, if episodic 
memory is often recalled, the basis for recall could shift to 
frequent past simultaneous activity, removing the dependence 
on the hippocampal system.

The cerebellar system

The structures and major connectivity paths of the 
cerebellar system have been extensively studied, and are 
illustrated in Figure 9. The system includes the cerebellar 
cortex, the cerebellar nuclei, and two nuclei in the brainstem: 
the pontine nucleus and the inferior olive.

The cerebellum proper is in the lower back of the brain, 
connected to the pontine and inferior olive nuclei in the 
brainstem by a thick axon bundle. These two nuclei get massive 
inputs from the cerebral cortex. The cerebellar cortex is made 
up of two layers of neurons: an outer layer of large Purkinje 
neurons; and an inner layer made up of huge numbers of very 
small neurons called granule cells. Each granule cell gets inputs 

from a small number of pontine nucleus neurons. Purkinje 
neurons get inputs from an extremely large number of granule 
cells. A Purkinje receptive fi eld is therefore defi ned by very 
complex combinations of very large numbers of cerebral cortex 
inputs. A Purkinje cell also gets a large number of synapses 
from one inferior olive neuron. Outputs from Purkinje cells 
are inhibitory and target neurons in the cerebellar nuclei. 
The cerebellar nuclei contain both excitatory and inhibitory 
neurons. The inhibitory cerebellar nuclei neurons target the 
inferior olive, and the excitatory neurons provide the outputs 
from the cerebellar system, targeting the spinal cord and also 
the thalamus.

At a more detailed level, the cerebellar system is divided 
into microzones [52,53]. As illustrated in Figure 10, each 
microzone is made up of a group of Purkinje neurons, neurons 
in the cerebellar nuclei, and neurons in the inferior olive. 
With the exception of the excitatory cerebellar neurons, the 
neurons in these groups mainly target other neurons in the 
same microzone. There are many thousands of such cerebellar 
microzones in the brain.

There is also connectivity between the cerebellar system 
and the basal ganglia [20] as illustrated in Figure 11. The STN 
targets the cerebellar cortex via the pontine nucleus, and the 
cerebellar nuclei target the D2 population of MSNs in the 
striatum via the intralaminar nuclei of the thalamus.

Information model for the cerebellar system: The cerebellar 
system takes over control of sequences of behaviors that are 
often used and have previously been learned between the cortex 
and basal ganglia. Such sequences include muscle movements 
to maintain posture and balance; muscle movements required 
for motor behaviors like walking, running, riding a bicycle, 
playing an instrument, or speaking a language; and sequences 

Figure 9: Connectivity and information processes of the cerebellar system. 
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of information releases between cortical areas required for 
thinking. Once transferred to the cerebellum, a sequence can 
be selected by the basal ganglia but then executed with no 
further processing by the basal ganglia. As a result, sequences 
are executed much faster. 

One microzone corresponds with one such sequence, and 
each excitatory cerebellar nuclei neuron corresponds with one 
behavior in the sequence. Each Purkinje develops a receptive 
fi eld corresponding with the time when one behavior in the 
sequence should be initiated. This receptive fi eld is initially 
defi ned by huge combinations of cortical receptive fi elds that 
happened to be active when the behaviors were initiated under 

basal ganglia control. When a Purkinje fi res, it inhibits all 
the cerebellar nuclei neurons in its microzone except the one 
corresponding with its behaviors. The fi ring of the sequence 
of Purkinje therefore initiates the sequence of behaviors in 
the right order. In the case of motor behaviors, the cerebellar 
outputs target the spinal cord. In the case of cognitive 
behaviors, cerebellar outputs target the thalamus. 

One neuron in the inferior olive targets just the Purkinje 
corresponding with one behavior. Inferior olive fi ring close in 
time to Purkinje fi ring can induce both long-term increases and 
long-term decreases in recently active granule cell-Purkinje 
synapses [54], and the relative timing of Purkinje and inferior 

Figure 10: Connectivity and information processes within one cerebellar microzone control one sequence of behaviors. 

Figure 11: Connectivity and information processes between the cerebellar system and the basal ganglia. 
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olive fi ring determines the change that takes place. In some 
cases, strong changes are induced if there is a time difference 
of about 120 milliseconds [55].

The fi ring of a Purkinje cell releases the activity of both 
the excitatory and inhibitory cerebellar nuclei neurons 
corresponding with the behaviors. The excitatory output drives 
the behaviors and the inhibitory output blocks the fi ring of 
the inferior olive. If the inferior olive fi ring is not blocked, the 
information meaning is that the timing of the behaviors was 
incorrect. The inferior olive fi ring then shifts the receptive fi eld 
of the Purkinje in favor of granule cell inputs that occurred 
at a slightly different time, adjusting the future timing of the 
behaviors.

Such timing adjustments are the only form of learning 
available to the cerebellum. Any changes to the order of the 
behaviors in the sequence or to the actual behaviors require 
that detailed control reverts to the cerebral cortex and basal 
ganglia.

The links between the cerebellum and basal ganglia 
illustrated in Figure 11 ensure that behaviors and control are not 
asserted by both structures at the same time. When a behavior 
sequence has been selected by the basal ganglia, excitatory 
outputs from the cerebellar nuclei indicate that the sequence 
is being driven. Via the intralaminar these outputs target the 
D2 neuron population in the striatum of the basal ganglia. The 
activity of this population inhibits any behavior selection by the 
basal ganglia while the cerebellar-controlled sequence is under 
way. Strong excitatory outputs from the STN indicate that 
there is no new behaviors selection by the basal ganglia, these 
outputs target the cerebellar cortex via the pontine nucleus 
and encourage the continuation of the cerebellar behaviors 
sequence currently under way. Cortical condition detections 
detected shortly after the end of a sequence indicate successful 
or unsuccessful completion. These conditions recommend 
dopamine signals from the MDN to the cerebellar cortex that 
modulate the conditions recently detected by Purkinje neurons. 

Accounting for the defi cits resulting from 
degeneration and damage

The information processes in cortical and subcortical 
structures described in the previous section can be used to 
understand motor and cognitive defi cits in terms of local 
damage to subcortical structures. The loss of the information 
processes performed by the damaged structures results in 
defi cits. Eight types of damage will be discussed. 

Parkinson’s disease

The most disabling symptom of Parkinson’s disease is 
slowness of movement [56]. This manifests itself as a diffi culty 
in performing voluntary movements, initially fi ne motor tasks 
like doing up buttons, progressing to movements like getting 
up from a chair, and eventually to loss of most ability to initiate 
movement. The anatomical cause of the disease is the loss of 
SNr dopaminergic neurons and the consequent drop in the 
concentration of dopamine in the striatum [57]. Symptoms 

appear when 50% of nigral neurons and 80% of striatal 
dopamine is lost. Cognitive defi cits, for example in planning 
and memory, are also common [58].

Information model for Parkinson’s disease: The drop in 
dopamine concentration in the striatum resulting from the 
loss of dopaminergic neurons in the MDN results in higher 
activity by the D2 population of MSNs relative to the D1 MSNs. 
The D1 population recommends in favor of behaviors and the 
D2 population recommends against behaviors. The healthy 
dopamine concentration ensures that in most situations a 
behavior is selected, but not multiple incompatible behaviors. 
If the dopamine concentration drops in the dorsal striatum, the 
probability of any voluntary motor behaviors being selected 
is reduced, leading to the classical symptoms of Parkinson’s 
disease. If the dopamine concentration is reduced in the 
somewhat more ventral striatum, the probability of information 
releases between cortical areas required for cognitive processes 
is reduced, resulting in the observed cognitive defi cits.

Huntington’s disease

The characteristic symptom of Huntington’s disease is 
rapid uncontrollable muscle movements, leading to a lack 
of coordination and the inability to sustain voluntary motor 
movements. Cognitive symptoms include loss of planning 
ability and diffi culties with the acquisition of new motor skills 
[59]. The anatomical cause of the disease is the loss of MSNs in 
the striatum, especially the D2 population neurons that project 
to the GPe.

Information model for Huntington’s disease: A cortical 
receptive fi eld detection recommends a wide range of behaviors. 
Hence in response to a population of receptive fi eld detections 
in the motor and supplementary motor cortices, there will be 
some total recommendation strength in favor of many different 
motor behaviors. The D2 MSNs in the striatum recommend 
against behaviors and prevent the selection of multiple 
incompatible behaviors. Loss of these neurons means that 
sometimes multiple incompatible behaviors can be selected at 
the same time, indicated by the strong fi ring of multiple MSNs. 
An example might be moving a limb in two different directions 
at the same time. Movements like this are not physically 
possible, and the confl ict is resolved in downstream processing 
in the brainstem and spinal cord. However, the ability of these 
structures to resolve these confl icts in an integrated fashion 
is limited, resulting in the observed diffi culty in sustaining 
coordinated voluntary movements because of the insertion of 
unrelated muscle movements. 

Hemiballism

Hemiballism involves sudden violent involuntary limb 
movements that are inserted into voluntary movements like 
walking [60]. These involuntary movements occur much less 
frequently when the patient is at rest, and do not occur during 
sleep. 

Hemiballism generally occurs following a stroke. The 
classical cause is a stroke damaging the STN, but strokes 
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damaging other locations in the basal ganglia, the thalamus, 
or even the cortex or cortical white matter can cause similar 
symptoms in some cases. However, it remains clear that 
hemiballism does follow STN damage [61] and it is possible 
that the symptoms are more severe with STN damage [60].

Information model for Hemiballism: Total recommendation 
strengths against behaviors are determined by the D2 neuron 
population in the striatum and communicated to the GPi/
SNr via the GPe and STN. The STN neurons excite the GPi/
SNr neurons, increasing their inhibition of the thalamus and 
therefore blocking behaviors. Damage to the STN neurons 
therefore allows the possible selection of multiple incompatible 
behaviors, which must be resolved closer to muscle control and 
therefore leads to unselected muscle movements being inserted 
into voluntary movements. If there are no cortical receptive 
fi eld detections recommending muscle movements, such as 
when the patient is at rest, there will be no recommendation 
strengths in favor of unselected movements. Hence involuntary 
movements are less common at rest.

Tourette’s syndrome

The characteristic symptom of Tourette’s syndrome is the 
appearance of sudden, stereotyped physical or vocal actions 
called tics into ongoing behaviors [62]. These actions can range 
from relatively simple eye rolling or grunting to more complex 
clusters of movements like touching objects or saying random 
phrases. The more complex tics can often be temporarily 
suppressed by the patient, but if this is done the pressure to 
perform the tic builds until it is irresistible.

Postmortem studies have failed to identify a clear physical 
cause for Tourette’s [63], but the most effective treatments for 
suppressing tics are drugs that block D2 receptors for dopamine 
[64]. Drugs with a stronger blocking effect like haloperidol 
are more effective in reducing tics [65]. However, these drugs 
have side effects including involuntary muscle contractions, 
uncontrolled jerky movements, and inability to sit still [66,67]. 
Side effects also include cognitive dulling and mood swings.

Information model for Tourette’s syndrome: Tics are 
sequences of detailed muscle movements that frequently 
occur. Hence such tics will be programmed in and controlled 
by the cerebellar system. Transfer of control to the cerebellar 
system from the basal ganglia is maintained when excitatory 
outputs from the STN target the cerebellar cortex via the 
pontine nucleus and excitatory outputs from the cerebellar 
nuclei target the D2 population of MSNs in the striatum via the 
thalamic intralaminar nuclei.

Hence in Tourette’s syndrome, the cerebellum records 
behaviors ally irrelevant sequences, and some cortical receptive 
fi elds acquire excessive recommendation strengths in favor 
of these sequences. The reason that dopamine antagonists 
targeting D2 receptors weaken the tics is that they weaken 
activity in the cerebellar-basal ganglia links that maintain 
the tics. Reduced activity of the D2 population in the striatum 
reduces the activity in the STN and therefore the outputs from 
the STN encourage the performance of the tic.

The problem with this approach to treatment is that reducing 
D2 population activity also reduces the recommendation 
strengths against behaviors, resulting in the selection of 
multiple incompatible behaviors. Hence the irrelevant jerky 
movements that result from the drugs. In addition, blocking 
of D2 population activity in regions of the striatum that select 
internal cortical release behaviors results in sudden changes in 
these internal releases that are experienced as sudden shifts 
in mood.

Thalamic strokes

Each dorsal thalamic nucleus is heavily interconnected with 
one or a group of cortical areas. Stroke damage to the thalamus 
can result in a wide range of different behaviors al defi cits, but 
almost all thalamic defi cits mimic the type of defi cit resulting 
from damage to the cortical areas with which the thalamus is 
interconnected [68].

Information model for thalamic strokes: Thalamic damage 
to one dorsal nucleus affects the release of information from 
the cortical areas interconnected with that nucleus, and will 
therefore result in attention, cognitive, or motor defi cits 
similar to those resulting from damage to the interconnected 
cortical areas.

Cerebellar lesions

The characteristic symptoms of cerebellar lesions are called 
ataxias. These are jerky and inaccurate limb or eye movements, 
or problems with the muscle movements to maintain body tone 
or balance [69]. A patient with damage to their left cerebellar 
hemisphere affecting their right arm described their symptoms 
as “the movements of my left arm are done subconsciously, 
but I have to think out each movement of the right arm. I come 
to a dead stop in turning and have to think before I start again” 
[70]. Cerebellar damage can also affect the putting together of 
syllable strings to generate speech [71]. There is also evidence 
that cerebellar damage can result in poorer performance 
of some cognitive tasks [72]. However, it is notable that 
signifi cant recovery from cerebellar ataxias is possible, with 
recovery being aided by physiotherapy targeting the movement 
problem area [73].

Information model for cerebellar lesions: The cerebellum 
records sequences of behaviors previously learned between the 
cortex and basal ganglia, and when the sequence is selected 
by the basal ganglia, the cerebellum rapidly and accurately 
executes the sequence. Behaviors in the sequence do not 
have to be selected individually by the cerebellum. Cerebellar 
damage results in the loss of the records of some sequences. 
As a result, control shifts back to the basal ganglia, with each 
behavior requiring individual selection on the basis of cortical 
inputs. These sequences therefore become much slower and 
less accurate, and individual selection is experienced as the 
need to think out each movement. However, it is possible for 
the sequence to be recorded again in an undamaged part of the 
cerebellum, resulting in recovery. 
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Drug addiction behaviors

Drug addiction, or substance use disorder, is a condition 
in which a person is focused on using a certain substance to 
the detriment of their day-to-day life [74]. Addictive drugs are 
subjectively pleasurable. Addiction starts with occasional use 
and progresses to habitual compulsive drug-seeking behaviors. 
Once established, a key trigger for drug-seeking is exposure to 
general environmental cues that have become associated with 
drug use. Complete removal of these cues can result in drug-
seeking behaviors no longer occurring [75].

All of the approximately 100 chemicals able to cause 
compulsive drug use in humans are directly or indirectly 
dopamine agonists [74]. In particular, they appear to act on 
the dopamine link between the ventral MDN (or VTA) and the 
ventral striatum (or nucleus accumbens) [74].

Information model for drug addiction behaviors: The 
ventral striatum selects strategic behaviors, and burst fi ring 
of dopaminergic neurons in the ventral MDN increases the 
weight of the recommendation strengths that resulted in 
recently implemented strategic behaviors. The dopaminergic 
neuron activity following drug taking therefore increases 
the recommendation strengths of recently detected cortical 
receptive fi elds in favor of the strategic behaviors selection 
that resulted in drug seeking. This strategic behaviors was 
the release of the receptive fi elds that strongly recommend 
drug seeking behaviors to cortical areas that are effective for 
recommending more tactical behaviors. The receptive fi elds 
detected in these areas will therefore recommend different 
more tactical behaviors of the drug-seeking type. Acceptance 
of one of these recommended tactical behaviors is implemented 
by the release of the receptive fi elds that recommended it 
to cortical areas effective for recommending more specifi c 
behaviors and so on.

The receptive fi elds recommending strategic drug-seeking 
behaviors are complex combinations of environmental cues. 
Hence as long as these cues occur in the environment, receptive 
fi elds with large recommendation strengths in favor of drug-
seeking behaviors will be detected, and their detection will 
drive the selection of more and more specifi c drug-seeking 
behaviors, leading to the use of the drug. If these cues are no 
longer present in the environment, the receptive fi elds with 
large recommendation strengths in favor of drug-seeking 
will no longer be detected, and drug-seeking will no longer 
occur. Thus American soldiers who became addicted to drugs 
in Vietnam no longer exhibited drug-seeking behaviors after 
their return to America [75]. 

Hippocampal system damage

Damage to the hippocampal system results in a range of 
defi cits that have been extensively investigated [6]. The most 
obvious defi cit is amnesia, the loss of the ability to create 
new memories for facts, words, people, or events. It remains 
possible to recall semantic memories created before the 
damage, for example, the patient retains knowledge of prior 
vocabulary but cannot learn new words. In the case of episodic 

memory, events in the few years preceding damage cannot be 
recalled, but some events more remote in time can be recalled. 

Amnesic patients can learn new simple motor skills. 
For example, such patients can acquire the skill of tracing a 
complex fi gure while only viewing the fi gure and hands in 
a mirror [6]. This skill is diffi cult to learn even for a normal 
subject. Amnesic patients improve over a number of sessions, 
but each time has no memory of earlier sessions. Complex 
motor skills requiring new declarative-type information 
cannot be acquired. However, complex skills acquired before 
hippocampal damage are retained.

Epilepsy is the symptom of excessive neuron activity in 
some regions of the cortex [76]. This excess activity is triggered 
from some focal point, and the hippocampus proper is often 
that focal point [77].

Information model for hippocampal system damage: 
Hippocampal system damage results in loss of the ability to 
make changes to cortical receptive fi elds. Such changes are the 
basis for new semantic and episodic memories, and the creation 
of such memories is therefore not possible. However, all the 
existing cortical receptive fi elds are as previously defi ned, 
and all their recommendation strengths in the basal ganglia 
remain. All the very complex receptive fi elds in the cerebellum 
that drive previously learned sequences of behaviors are also 
unaffected. Hence previously learned skills are retained. If 
a skill can be acquired through cortical receptive fi elds as 
previously defi ned acquiring new recommendation strengths 
in the basal ganglia, such acquisition is possible. However, if 
a new skill requires changes to cortical receptive fi elds, such a 
skill cannot be successfully acquired.

Recall of episodic memories generally relies on pyramidal 
neuron receptive fi elds in the hippocampal system that record 
groups of cortical neurons active during past periods of receptive 
fi eld expansion. Damage to the hippocampal system blocks 
retrievals on this basis. However, retrieval of memories that 
were often retrieved prior to the hippocampal system damage 
may have become based on frequent past simultaneous neuron 
activity, and such retrievals will still be possible. Generally, 
such memories will be of events long before the damage.

The connected positive feedback loops within the 
hippocampus properly can easily be a focus for epileptic 
seizures. Because of the importance of the cortical change 
management function performed by the hippocampal system 
and the need for these loops to perform that function, they have 
been retained despite natural selection pressures to reduce the 
risk of epileptic seizures.

Cortical damage

The defi cits that result from local damage to the cortex are 
generally less easily specifi ed than in the subcortical structures. 
For example, it is found that executive functions like verbal 
fl uency, matching patterns, and managing attention are not 
specifi cally associated with any one cortical area. Rather, 
any one function is measurably degraded by damage to a 
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wide range of areas, As Henry and Crawford [78] comment: 
“Both frontal and non-frontal brain regions are necessary for 
intact executive functions ..... sensitivity [is] fairly robust and 
reliable among commonly used tests of executive function, yet 
specifi city is modest at best”.

Information model for cortical damage: Each cortical 
area defi nes and detects conditions within a different range 
of complexity. Each condition recommends a wide range 
of different behaviors. Anyone’s behaviors may be usefully 
recommended by conditions detected within many different 
areas. Damage to one area will remove some but not all of the 
recommendation strengths in favor of any one behavior or type 
of behavior. Local damage will therefore tend to remove some 
of the recommendation’s strengths in favor of a wide range 
of behaviors, but not all of the strength in favor of any one 
behaviors. 

Complications at more detailed levels

The requirement that information processing resources be 
organized in a modular hierarchy based on information process 
similarity discussed in section 2 is not absolute. There are also 
operational requirements, such as the need to make very rapid 
responses to some environmental situations. Such operational 
requirements may confl ict with the need to minimize 
resources, and natural selection pressures will result in some 
compromises. Such compromises may involve the inclusion of 
somewhat less similar information processes in a module and/
or additional information exchange between modules. These 
compromises will show up as additional submodules within 
a module and additional connectivity between modules. For 
example, although Figure 4 is a good representation of the 
major nuclei and connectivity within the basal ganglia, there 
are other more detailed nuclei and minor connectivity paths 
that exist [79]. 

These factors are a major reason why descriptions at high 
levels are approximate. They make the more detailed levels 
of the hierarchy of descriptions more complex. However, 
the ability to map between levels means that the high-level 
descriptions are an effective basis for achieving understanding.

Conclusion

An approach based on theoretical demonstrations of the 
architectural constraints on brains makes it possible to identify 
the different types of information processes performed by 
different local anatomical circuits. These different types 
of information processes combine to generate motor and 
cognitive behaviors. Damage to a specifi c anatomical structure 
removes the type of information process performed by that 
structure and removal of one type results in specifi c motor 
or cognitive defi cits. The defi cits that occur in Parkinson’s 
disease, Huntingdon’s disease, Hemiballism, Tourette’s 
syndrome, hippocampal system damage, and strokes affecting 
the thalamus or cerebellum can therefore be understood in 
terms of the loss of different types of information processes 
performed within the cortex-hippocampus-thalamus-basal 
ganglia-cerebellum system.
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